Orbis OptoMast™
Fiber and Power to the Antenna

DETAILS
THAT
MATTER
When building a base station network, things like feeder cable and distribution box may seem
just details. But it’s the details that matter.

How much thought we put into
a distribution box, for example?

• Hinges that prevent the
door from missing

• Up to 24 fibers to
manufacturerindependent units

• Screws that won’t fall off

• Stomp-proof

• Clips that fasten quickly
to a pole
• Clips and other
mounting accessories
included

… And the most
important detail.

• Cable on weatherproof
plywood reel (optional)
• Up to 50 % faster
installation

All these little things
make up the big picture of
reliable data transfer.

We obsess about the details
so you don’t have to.

…and the technology that enables it.

We understand both your business…
•

Fast delivery

•

Fool-proof installation

•

Lower lifecycle costs for each site

•

Fewer cables

•

Up to 50 % faster installation

•

Simple repairs

•

Takes up less space

•

Easy to add sectors

•

Easy swap from one OEM to another

•

Easy to maintain in winter conditions

•

Smaller wind resistance and less ice build-up

Orbis OptoMastTM
Turnkey solutions

Orbis is your reliable partner for a complete turnkey solutions. Since 2007 we have been a major
partner in building a mobile network to harsh Nordic conditions. Experience in customer needs and
feedback from the field has given us the advantage in developing reliable, cost-effective solutions.

Orbis OptoMastTM
Swap, upgrade & repair

From a single component to a complete cabling solution – Orbis helps you reduce life cycle costs
with high quality, easy-to-install products. Compatibility with various OEM brands gives you
freedom of choice and enables easy swapping, upgrading and repairing.
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Orbis OptoMast

The big picture of base station data transfer
Better business

Better technology

•

Flexible and futureproof

•

Tried and tested in harsh Nordic conditions

•

Over 30 000 OptoMast products delivered

•

Compact and lightweight

•

Enables freedom of choice between OEMs

•

•

Covers the whole life cycle from
specifications to upgrading

Packaging and accessories support fast,
easy installation

•

Tested for ensured connector operation

•

In-house production for highest quality

•

Flexible installation to any mast, pole or
rooftop – whatever your needs are.

•
•

Practically earns its price in reduced
modification and maintenance costs
Tailored solutions for your needs

WE KNOW
YOUR BASE
TM

Orbis OptoMast

Fiber to the antenna FTTA
Power to the antenna PTTA
RF to the antenna RFTTA

New installations, upgrades or service –
Orbis OptoMast product series makes your
base station network easy and costeffective to build, upgrade and maintain.
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Orbis OptoMast

Fiber to the antenna FTTA, is an application where the data is transferred from the base station
up to the Radio Remote Unit (RRU) on the top of the mast via a fiber optical cable. The major
benefit from optical data transfer is the low loss within the high frequency technologies such as
WCDMA and LTE. The FTTA system requires only one feeder line so less cabling is needed and
installation takes less time.

Power to the antenna PTTA, is an application for power supply from the base station up to the
Radio Remote Unit (RRU) on the top of the mast. Usually PTTA is installed together with the
cabling of Fiber to the Antenna, FTTA. With Orbis OptoMast PTTA solution, the future base
station upgrades or repairs are just a matter of changing a jumper cable, which means less
cabling and faster installation.

RF to the antenna RFTTA. RF jumpers carry the signal between Remote Radio Head (RRH)
and the antenna. The cables for indoor solutions need to be fire resistant, low smoke and
halogen free. In outdoor conditions features such as UV resistance and low operation
temperature are required. Orbis OptoMast series of RF Jumpers and components provide
reliable signal transfer for base station connections.

Orbis OptoMastTM
Fiber To The Antenna

A lonely mast in the middle of nowhere or a high-rise installation in a bustling city – either way,
the less cables to install, the better. OptoMast solution has many features to make installing,
upgrading and repairing easier.

Orbis OptoMastTM
Fiber To The Antenna
•

Plywood reel for rain-proof field
use

•

Quick clips for easy fixing

•

Ready for hybrid solutions

•

One cable for the entire mast

•

Less wind resistance

•

Freedom of choice between
OEMs

Orbis OptoMastTM
Fiber To The Antenna

Orbis OptoMastTM
Slotted Core

Orbis OptoMastTM
Thin Feeder

Orbis OptoMastTM
Coax Fiber

Orbis OptoMastTM
Easy

• Thousands installations in
active use since 2007

• Cost effective setup

• Fiber and power in one
solution

• No connection box

• Thin cable is easy to install

• Best crush resistance
4000N

• Best tensile load 3000N

• 12 or 24 fibers,
SM or MM

• 12 or 24 fibers,
SM or MM

• Limited distance
• Power supply with 7/8
corrugated cable

• LC DPX connectors for
radio unit and IP LC fan-out
•

IP 68 housing

•

12 fibers, SM or MM

• 12 or 24 fibers,
SM or MM

Comprehensive product portfolio for customised base station solutions. Each product is tested in
in production.

Orbis OptoMastTM
Fiber To The Antenna Accessories

Fiber Jumpers

Fiber panels

Fiber Extension box

Mounting Plate

• All OEM version available
(Nokia, Ericsson, Huawei)

• Standard 19 inch rack, 1&2U

• Used if active device
interface changes

• For wall or mast mounting

• All pre-assembled versions
MM, SM etc available

• Existing cabling can be
utilised

• For 6 connectors

Orbis OptoMastTM Multi-Fiber
Fiber To The Antenna
Thin Feeder
Cost-effective optical fiber solution for data transfer from base station to the mast
or building wall. OptoMastTM Multi-Fiber manufacturing and delivery times are well
optimised. OptoMastTM Multi-Fiber’s feeder cable has smaller outer diameter than
the slotted core type feeder cable. Therefore OptoMastTM Multi-Fiber 83 is more
flexible and easier to use.
• Scalable from 1 up to 6 RRU/H’s
• Enclosure with 6 jumpers capacity
• Spare fiber pairs are available (if all sectors are not in use)
• Designed for extreme conditions
• Protection class IP66 assembly
• Multi-mode (OM3) or single-mode (SM G.657) optical fiber solution
• Assembled with LC duplex (UPC) connectors
• Down-side ends with connectors are shielded by protection and pulling tube
• Easy to install and handle
• OptoMast™ is delivered on cardboard or plywood reel
• All-in-one delivery package and ready to be installed: clamps and 19” panel
included

Orbis OptoMastTM
Power To The Antenna

A humble power distribution box can make a world of difference – in terms of ease of installation,
flexibility and long-term quality. OptoMast power is packed with clever details that you’ll grow to
appreciate.

Orbis OptoMastTM
Power To The Antenna
•

The lid that doesn’t fly off

•

Screws that won’t fall off

•

Quick fixing to the pole

•

Comes with all the
necessary items

•

Stomp proof

•

Over voltage protection
(OVP) optional

•

Customized variations

•

Freedom of choice
between OEMs

Orbis OptoMastTM
Power To The Antenna

OptoMastTM Basic Power
• For 1-3 or 1-6 active devices
• Isolated closure IP66
• Cable options 6x6, 6x10 and
4x16
• Quick-lock cable terminals
• Fast locking installation clamps

OptoMastTM MDB Power
• Over voltage protection
(OVP)
• For 1-2 active devices
• 2 feeder cables
• Utilises existing cabling
2x10/10, 2x16/16 or
2x25/16

• Stainless steel mast installation
plate

Wide range of solutions for all OEM base stations

OptoMastTM Advanced
Power
• Optional over voltage
protection (OVP)
• For 1-6 devices
• 2 feeder cables
• 6x6/6, 6x10/10, 4x16/16 or
4x25/16

OptoMastTM Easy Power
• For 1-3 active devices
• 6x6/6 or 6x10/10
• No connection box
• Jumper depends on OEM

Orbis OptoMastTM Advanced Power
Power To The Antenna
Orbis OptoMast™ Advanced Power is designed for RRU/RRH applications in the masts
and buildings. It is a power feed solution for RRU/H with one or two feeder cables.
Connection to the device specific power cables will be done in the protected environment
inside the enclosure. Orbis OptoMast™ Advanced Power is suitable for multiple
applications and it can be updated afterwards according to the needs.
Power feed for 1-6 RRU/Hs
Voltage range max 60 V DC
Surge Protection as standard for two devices
Additionally 4 Surge Kits available as optional accessory
All OEM versions available
Available feeder cables
• 2 pcs 6 x 6/6 mm²
• 2 pcs 6 x 10/10 mm²
• 2 pcs 4 x 16/16 mm²
• 2 pcs 4 x 25/16 mm²
Modular enclosure enables customized solutions
Designed for extreme conditions
Protection class IP66 assembly
Includes grounding cable 16 mm², length 3 m
Easy to install both horizontally and vertically
Delivered on plywood reel
All in one package ready to be installed

Orbis OptoMastTM
RF To The Antenna

With a right choice of cabling, you’ll enjoy freedom of choice with antennas and RRHs as well as
the possibility for future upgrades. OptoMast series of quality jumpers is made for decades of
service.

Orbis OptoMastTM
RF To The Antenna
•

All base station cabling from one supplier

•

Data transmission from RRU to Antenna

•

Products are tested and approved by customers

•

Fast deliveries and cable assemblies from own
manufacturing site

Orbis OptoMastTM
RF To The Antenna

RF Jumpers

Sealing products

Antennas

Aisg system cables (RET)

• 7/16, 4.3-10 connectors

• Cold shrink tubes for 3/8”1 5/8” cables

• Quality products from
RFS

• Outdoor signal cable for
AISG connection
between tower mounted
amplifier and antenna
control

• IP68
• PIM -160dBc @2x43dBm
• Own manufacturing
enables variations with fast
deliveries
• UV protected, PE or LSZH

• Waterproof enclosures for
1/2”-1 5/8” cables

• Length 5 meters
• AISG male - AISG female
connectors

Orbis Oy
Vanha Kaarelantie 9
FI-01610 Vantaa
Finland
www.orbis.fi

